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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LANCHESTER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

by

Svein B. Haugberg

ABSTRACT

Using the Runge-Kutta-Merson method a computer program was developed for the numerical solution of a system of generalized Lanchester equations. A detailed description is given of the input-output features of the computer program and of the algorithm used to solve the equations. Two sample problems illustrate the use of the program and its flexibility.
The purpose of this memorandum is to describe the development of a computer program for numerically solving a system of generalized Lanchester equations.

The system of generalized Lanchester differential equations [Ref. 1] may be written as follows:

\[ \dot{X} = -f(X) + r, \]  

where \( f(X) \geq 0 \) for \( X \geq 0 \), and with known initial values \( X(0) \).

The vector \( X = (X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n) \), \( X_i = X_i(t) \), describes the number of units engaged in combat in each of \( n \) different classes as a function of time. The components \( f_i(X) \) of \( f(X) \) are the expected number of units of class \( i \) lost per unit time. The vector \( r = (r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n) \), \( r_i = r_i(t) \), is the rate of introduction of new units in each of the \( n \) classes. Each \( f_i(X) \) is assumed to be the sum of \( m_i \) contributions:

\[ f_i(X) = \sum_{j=1}^{m_i} f_{i,j}(X), \]  

where \( f_{i,j}(X) \) is the \( j^{\text{th}} \) contribution to \( f_i(X) \). These contributions are generally associated with different factors causing attrition of type \( i \) units.

The remainder of this memorandum proceeds along the following lines. First, the method of numerically solving the system of Lanchester equations, called the Runge-Kutta-Merson Method, is discussed. Second, a computer program that performs the numerical
solution is described. Finally, two sample problems and their computer solutions are presented. A complete listing of the computer program appears in Appendix A.
I. THE RUNGE-KUTTA-MERSON METHOD OF SOLUTION

The Runge-Kutta method of numerical integration is one of several fourth-order processes and is applicable to all systems of 1st order differential equations of the form \( \dot{X}(t) = g[X(t), t] \), and therefore also to all systems of higher order that can be reduced to the same form. To start the integration, initial values of \( t_0 \), \( X(t_0) \) are required. The method employs a constant step length in the integration. A difficulty with this method is that it is often not clear how to determine a proper step size to achieve a known local truncation error at each step. The method of Merson overcomes this difficulty by automatically determining the step length required to obtain a predetermined accuracy.

If we define \( g(X, t) \) to be

\[
g(X, t) = -f(X) + r,
\]

[Eq. 3]

then the system of Lanchester equations described above becomes

\[
\dot{X} = g(X, t).
\]

[Eq. 4]

This more compact form will be used for the following discussion of the Runge-Kutta-Merson method.

Given \( t_0 \), an initial time, \( X(t_0) \), the corresponding initial value of \( X \), and \( h \), the step length, the Runge-Kutta-Merson method [Ref. 2] allows one to integrate \( g(X, t) \) to a later time \( t_1 = t_0 + h \) and obtain \( X(t_1) \) by the following procedure.

First, let \( t_0, t_1, t_2 \) and \( t_3 \) be four intermediate points in one integration step \( h \) from \( t_0 \) to \( t_1 \) selected as follows:
Second, define $X_i^j = X_i(t_j)$ and $g_i^j = g_i(X(t_j), t_j)$ for $j = 0, a, b, c, d, 1.$

Third, compute $X(t_1)$ by performing the following five steps (substeps of the integration step $h$) for each value of $i$:

$$
\begin{align*}
X_i^a &= x_i^j + \frac{h}{3} g_i^j \\
X_i^b &= x_i^j + \frac{h}{6} (g_i^j + g_i^a) \\
X_i^c &= x_i^j + \frac{h}{8} (g_i^j + 3g_i^a) \\
X_i^d &= x_i^j + \frac{h}{2} (g_i^j + g_i^a + 4g_i^c) \\
X_i^1 &= X_i(t_1) = x_i^j + \frac{h}{6} (g_i^j + 4g_i^c + g_i^d)
\end{align*}
$$

The method is of fourth order in $h$.

Merson has shown that if the step length $h$ is small enough, so that we can represent $g_i[X(t), t]$ by a linear approximation in $X$ and $t$, a good estimation of the truncation error in the computed $x_i^1$ is $\frac{1}{5} |x_i^d - x_i^1|$. The relative error then becomes

$$
q_i = \frac{h}{5X_i^1} \left[ \frac{1}{5} g_i^j - \frac{3}{2} g_i^b + \frac{4}{3} g_i^c - \frac{1}{6} g_i^d \right]
$$

The method of Merson for automatically adjusting the step length $h$ is as follows.
Given a predetermined relative accuracy $e$, if $q_i > e$ for at least one $i$, the step length will be halved and the integration repeated with this new $h$. This will go on until $q_i < e$ for all $i$. If, on the other hand, $q_i < e/32$ for all $i$, the step length will be doubled, and this new $h$ will be used in the next step.

To continue the integration, let $t_1$ and $X(t_1)$ be the new initial values $t_0$ and $X(t_0)$ respectively, and repeat the procedure described above.

The effect of non-linearities in $g$ may overestimate the smallness of the step length necessary to achieve the required accuracy. It is also possible that the Merson process might underestimate the error, but according to Ref. 2 no example of this type of behaviour has been encountered.

Applied to a computer program, the advantage of the Runge-Kutta-Merson method consequently is that the integration always will be performed with the predetermined accuracy and that the step length is never much smaller than necessary, which saves computer time.
2. COMPUTER PROGRAM

2.1 Introduction

A computer program that performs numerical solutions of the system of generalized Lanchester equations described in the previous section has been written in ALGOL for the Elliott 503 computer. The results produced by the program are the values of $X$ and the other time-dependent variables in Eqs. 1 and 2, for certain discrete values of time in a specified region $[t_{in}, t_m]$, where $t_{in}$ is the initial time, $X(t_{in})$ is assumed known. The program is built around a procedure Merson, based on the Runge-Kutta-Merson method. For given values of $X$ at a time $t$, the procedure Merson computes $X$ at a later time $t + Dt$ by successively increasing time with variable step length $h$ until $t + Dt$ is reached.

Another procedure, Func, contains all the functions $f_{ij}(X)$ and $r_i(t)$, and this procedure computes the values of the derivatives $\dot{X}$ when called by Merson.

2.2 The Main Program

The central part of the main program consists of a loop that starts with the initial values $t_{in}$ and $X(t_{in})$ and computes $X$ at a later time $t = t_{in} + Dt$ by calling Merson. The values of $X$ at this new time are used to compute the other time-dependent variables for this $t$. These are obtained by calling Func. The values of all the time-dependent variables are stored in arrays for later output. In the next run through the loop the last values of $t$ and $X$ are new initial values, and Merson computes $X$ at $t + Dt$. The loop terminates at $t = t_m$ ($t_m - t_{in}$ is an integer multiple of $Dt$).
The rest of the main program provides for output. Some flexibility exists in the choice of variables output; the different possibilities will be given in the description of input and output.

2.3 The Procedures MERSON and FUNC

The Runge-Kutta-Merson method is described in Chapter 1. This method is well suited for implementation on an electronic computer [Ref. 3]. Equations 5, 6 and 7, together with the accuracy test, constitute the main part of the procedure MERSON. The following quantities are required by the procedure MERSON when it is called in the main program to compute \( \dot{X}(t + Dt) \) for known \( \dot{X}(t) \):

- \( n \), number of equations.
- \( t \), start point of integration.
- \( z = t + Dt \), end point of integration.
- \( x_i(t), (i = 1, n) \), the values of \( \dot{X} \) in the start point of integration.
- \( h \), a starting value for the step length.
- \( h_{\text{min}} \), lower bound for the step length. (This prevents indefinite cycling, otherwise possible in some cases.)
- \( e \), desired bound for relative accuracy.

With these quantities given, the procedure MERSON performs one step \( h \) according to Eqs. 6 and 7 and the accuracy test with \( t_0 - t \), and calculates \( \dot{X}(t_1) \). The derivatives \( \dot{x}_i = f_i \) \( (i = 1, n) \), needed in every substep, are calculated by calling FUNC before each of them. The computations are continued by letting \( t_1 \) and \( \dot{X}(t_1) \) be the new \( t_0 \) and \( \dot{X}(t_0) \) respectively. When the integration has reached a stage where \( t_0 + h \) exceeds the end point of integration, \( z \), a final step length \( z - t_0 \) will be used to reach \( z \) exactly. For this last special step a better accuracy than the one needed will result because \( z - t_0 < h \).
Flow Diagram for the Procedure Merson

1. Store t and X(t) for a possible repeated integration.
2. Does t + h exceed the end point z?
   - Yes: Set h equal to the rest of the integration range.
   - No: Perform substeps 1-4 of the step h, compute new t and X(t).

3. Compute X_i for the 5th substep, and the corresponding truncation error.
   - for all i from 1 to n

4. Is the truncation error greater than the desired accuracy?
   - Yes: Halve the step length.
   - No: If h is less than or equal to h_min, print the relative truncation error.

5. t is now equal to the time at the end point of the step h.
   - Yes: Was the truncation error less than 1/32 of the desired accuracy for all i?
     - Yes: Set h equal to h_min.
     - No: Double the step length.
   - No: Is t equal to the end point z?
     - Yes: End Merson.
     - No: Repeat from step 1.
Results produced by MERSON are:

- \( t \), its value is now that of \( t = t + Dt \).
- \( X_i(t), (i = 1, n) \), the values of \( X \) at the end point.
- \( \dot{X}_i(t), (i = 1, n) \), the values of the derivatives \( \dot{X}_i \) at the end point.
- \( h \), adjusted step length.

A flow diagram for the procedure MERSON is shown in Fig. 1.

It appears from the flow diagram that if \( h \) becomes less than \( h_{\text{min}} \), \( h_{\text{min}} \) is used as the step length instead of \( h \). This is in order to avoid particularly long run time on the computer. In this case, however, it might happen that the desired accuracy is not satisfied. As an indication for the user of the program, the character followed by the relative truncation error is printed in the table of \( X_i(t) \) every time \( h_{\text{min}} \) is used as the step length.

### 2.4 Output and Input

The results of the computations are printed out for certain discrete values of \( t \), starting with \( t_{\text{in}} \) and increasing repeatedly with a constant time interval \( Dt \) until \( t_{\text{m}} \) is reached. Since the integration of each interval \( Dt \) is an independent computation with new initial conditions, these initial conditions can be changed at the start point of any interval. Therefore at these points the analytical form of the functions \( f_{ij}(X) \) and \( r_{ij}(t) \) can be changed, and instantaneous introductions of units of any class \( i \) can be made. Whenever such changes or introductions occur, the region of integration has to be divided into smaller regions such that all changes and introductions occur at the start point of a region, and that every region is an integral number \( Dt \).

**Output**

As mentioned above, the program allows for a choice in the selection of variables and combinations of them given as output. The output
consists of:

a. The number of units introduced instantaneously and the corresponding instants in time.

b. \( X_i \) vs \( t \) for \( i = 1, n \).

c. \( X_i \) vs \( X_j \) for specified index pairs \((i, j)\).

d. \( f_i \) vs \( t \) for specified indices \( i \).

e. \( r_i \) vs \( t \) for specified indices \( i \).

f. \( f_{ij}/f_i \) (in percent) vs \( t \) for specified indices \( i \),
and specified indices \( j \) for each \( i \).

g. \( f_i/f_j \) vs \( t \) for specified index pairs \((i, j)\).

The last five outputs are optional and may be skipped by not specifying any indices. This output form enables the user of the program to study the importance of instantaneous introductions and changes in attrition functions and introduction rates, and the relative importance of the different contributions \( f_{ij}(X) \) causing attrition of type \( i \) units. This will be illustrated by the sample problems in the next chapter.

There are two forms of output: paper tape and plotted. The paper tape output is punched on the Number 1 punch, and, of course, must be run through the Flexowriter to obtain a printer output. The plotted output is generated by the Calcomp plotter.

**Input**

There are two kinds of input to this program: input parameters and input functions. These are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
**TABLE 1**

**LIST OF INPUT PARAMETERS**

In the following list the letter in parentheses following the explanation indicates whether the variable is integer (I) or real (R).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>number of differential equations</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>the constant time interval between two following output points</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>a start value for the step length</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMIN</td>
<td>lower bound for the step length</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>desired bound for relative accuracy</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>maximum number of contributions $m_i$ of $f_{i,j}(X)$ to $f_i(X)$ ($i = 1, n$). [$MI = \max(m_i), i = 1, n$].</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>number of time regions according to the instantaneous introductions and the change of functions</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>number of pairs $(X_i, X_j)$ to be plotted $(X_i \text{ vs } X_j, t \text{ as a parameter})$</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>number of outputs (print and plot) of $f_i$ vs $t$</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>number of outputs (plot) of $r_i$ vs $t$</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>number of outputs (print and plot) of $f_{i,j}/f_i$ vs $t$ (number of different indices $i$)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>number of outputs (print and plot) of $f_{i,j}/f_i$ vs $t$</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA[L]</td>
<td>number of $Dt$ in each of $NI$ regions (the lengths of the regions are MA[L] = DT).</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>initial time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DX[L,J]</td>
<td>(J = 1, X for each L = 1, NI), instantaneous introductions of units in the start point of region L. The initial values of $X_i (i = 1, n)$ are included here (I, I).</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$U, V (K = 1, NS)$, specification of indices in NS plots of $X_i$ vs $X_j$.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$U (I = 1, N1)$, specification of index in N1 outputs of $r_i$ vs $t$.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$U, M1 (J = 1, N2)$, specification of index $i$ and number of different indices $j$ for each $i$ in outputs of $r_{ij}/r_i$ vs $t$.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V (K = 1, M1)$ for each $J = 1, N2)$, specification of index $j$ in M1 outputs of $r_{ij}/r_i$ vs $t$.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$U, V (J = 1, NP)$, specification of indices $i$ and $j$ in NP outputs of $r_i/r_{ij}$ vs $t$.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$U (1 \cdot 1, NR)$, specification of index in NR outputs of $r_i$ vs $t$.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The input data must be given numerical values and punched on a data tape in the following order:

- $N, DT, H, HMIN, E, M1, N1, NS, N1, NR, N2, NP$
- $MA[L]$ for $L = 1, N1$
- $T1$
- $(DX[L, J]$ for $J = 1, N)$ for $L = 1, N1$
- $(U, V)$ for $K = 1, NS$
- $U$ for $1 \cdot 1, N1$
- $(U, M1, (V$ for $K = 1, M1))$ for $J = 1, N2$
- $(U, V)$ for $J = 1, NP$
- $1$ for $1 \cdot 1, NR$
TABLE 2
LIST OF VARIABLES USED IN THE INPUT FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>corresponds to t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X[I] (I = 1, N)</td>
<td>corresponds to X_i(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX[I, J] (J = 1, M for each I = 1, N)</td>
<td>corresponds to f_{ij}(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT[I] (J = 1, N)</td>
<td>corresponds to r_i(t)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to the input parameters, which are entered as numerical values, the input functions f_{ij}(X) and r_i(t) are entered in the form of program statements in the procedure FUNC. How this is done is explained in Chap. 3.

2.5 Limitations, Timing

Because of the limited capacity of the computer store, the upper bound for the number of differential equations the program can solve is 19. However, the practical bound is lower because the running time for 19 equations is probably excessive. The limitations resulting from the output format are:

- Maximum number of equations: 14
- Maximum initial value of X_i: 9999 units
- Maximum length of the region of integration: 200 days.

These can be changed if necessary by altering the program.

It is very difficult to estimate the running time for a given set of equations. The running time depends on the number of equations, the desired bound for relative accuracy, the form of the equations, the length of the region of integration and the output form. However, the following results give some indication of the running time.
For the two sample problems in Chapter 3 the number of equations was 2, the desired bound for relative accuracy was 0.01, and the length of the region of integration was 100 days. The first has one contribution to each attrition function $f_i(x)$, and the second has two contributions. The running times were 5 and 11 minutes respectively.

A system consisting of 5 equations and a maximum of two contributions to an attrition function has also been run. The running-time was approximately 30 min.
3. **SAMPLE PROBLEMS**

Two sample problems have been solved to illustrate the possibilities of the program. The first one shows how to make instantaneous introductions of units and how to change the analytical form of the introduction rates. The second one shows how to manipulate a system with more than one contribution to the attrition of some classes of units.

3.1 **Problem 1: Lanchester Linear Law with Replacement**

Consider the system of two simultaneous differential equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= -\alpha x_1 x_2 + r_1 \\
\dot{x}_2 &= -\beta x_1 x_2 + r_2
\end{align*}
\]

with initial values \(x_1(0) = 1000, \ x_2(0) = 50,\) and attrition coefficients \(\alpha = 5 \cdot 10^{-4}, \ \beta = 2 \cdot 10^{-5}.\) This is a system of Lanchester equations with

\[
\begin{align*}
f_1(x) &= f_{11}(x) = \alpha x_1 x_2 \\
f_2(x) &= f_{12}(x) = \beta x_1 x_2
\end{align*}
\]

[only one contribution \(f_{i,j}(x)\) to each \(f_i(x)\)].

An additional 400 units of class 1 are introduced at time \(t = 20.\)

**Introduction rates:**

\[
\begin{align*}
r_1(t) &= 0 \text{ for all } t \\
r_2(t) &= \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } t \leq 50 \\ 0.1 & \text{for } t > 50 \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
The following part of the optional output is desired:

a. $X_2$ vs $X_1$ (t as a parameter)
b. $r_i$ vs t, i = 1, 2
c. $r_2$ vs t

Input parameters. Let the region of integration be 100 days. According to the instantaneous introduction and the change of introduction rate, the region of integration is divided into three sub-regions: 0-20, 20-50, and 50-100. The instantaneous introductions must be specified at the start point of each sub-region. This means that the following six numbers must be given as input:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t = 0</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t = 20</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t = 50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time interval $Dt$ must be chosen such that the three sub-regions become an integer multiple of $Dt$. Let $Dt = 5$. This implies that the number of time increments $Dt$ in each sub-region is 4, 6 and 10 respectively. Furthermore, let the initial value for the step length be 1 day, the lower bound for the step length be 0.01, and the desired bound for the relative accuracy be 0.01 (1%). This gives the following scheme of input data to be punched on paper tape (for definition of input parameters see Table 1):

DATA:

```plaintext
2 5 1 0.01 0.01 1 3 1 2 1 0 0
4 0 10
0
1000 50
400 0
6 0
2 1
1 2
2
END OF DATA;
```
**Input functions.** The input functions \( \dot{f}_{ij}(X) \) and \( r_i(t) \) are easily inserted into the procedure FUNC by copying the existing paper tape for the procedure up to and including the line

"comment Insert the input functions;"

and punching the following four statements:

\[
\begin{align*}
FX[1,1] &= 0.0005 \times X[1] \times X[2]; \\
FX[2,1] &= 0.00002 \times X[1] \times X[2]; \\
RT[1] &= 0.0; \\
\text{if } L=1 \text{ or } L=2 \text{ then } RT[2] &= 0.0 \text{ else } RT[2] = 0.1;
\end{align*}
\]

(The three sub-regions are identified by the values \( L = 1, L = 2 \) and \( L = 3 \) respectively.) Then copy the rest of the tape. The procedure FUNC then takes the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{begin procedure } &\text{FUNC}(N, MI, T, X, F, FX, FX, RT, L); \\
\text{value } &N, MI; \text{real } T; \text{integer } N, MI, L; \\
\text{array } &X, F, FX, FX, RT; \\
\text{begin integer } &J, K; \\
\text{comment Insert the input functions; } \\
FX[1,1] &= 0.0005 \times X[1] \times X[2]; \\
FX[2,1] &= 0.00002 \times X[1] \times X[2]; \\
RT[1] &= 0.0; \\
\text{if } L=1 \text{ or } L=2 \text{ then } RT[2] &= 0.0 \text{ else } RT[2] = 0.1; \\
\text{for } J=1 \text{ step 1 until } N \text{ do } \\
\text{begin } FXS[J] &= 0.0; \\
\text{for } K=1 \text{ step 1 until } MI \text{ do } \\
FXS[J] &= FXS[J]+FX[J,K]; \\
F[J] &= -FXS[J]+RT[J]; \\
\end{align*}
\]

end; end FUNC;

**Output.** The numerical values of all the output variables are given in printed tables obtained from the output paper tape. The plotted output is presented in Figs. 2 to 5.
FIG. 2 NUMBER OF UNITS vs TIME

FIG. 3 NUMBERS OF UNIT 1 vs NUMBERS OF UNIT 2
FIG. 4 LOSS RATE vs TIME

FIG. 5 INTRODUCTION RATE vs TIME
Figure 2 shows the number of units in class 1 and 2 as a function of time. The effect of the instantaneous introduction of units in class 1 at \( t = 20 \), and the change to a non-zero introduction rate in class 2 at \( t = 50 \) is obvious. However, the result of the combat, if continued, does not become clear from this figure. The plotting of \( X_2 \) vs \( X_1 \) with time as a parameter in Fig. 3 is very useful in examining this. The instantaneous introduction changes an apparent victory for class 2 to an apparent victory for class 1. However, after changing the introduction rate of class 2 from zero to a constant non-zero value, it seems as if class 2 will win the combat.

Figure 4 shows the number of units lost per day as a function of time for class 1 and 2. The two curves are identical in this case because \( f_1 \) is proportional to \( f_2 \) and the plotted values are given as a percentage of the initial values.

Figure 5 shows the introduction rate of class 2 as a function of time.

### 3.2 Problem 2: Lanchester Mixed Law

Consider the system of two simultaneous Lanchester differential equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= -(a_1 x_1 x_2 + a_2 x_2) + r_1 \\
\dot{x}_2 &= -(b_1 x_1 x_2 + b_2 x_2) + r_2
\end{align*}
\]

with initial values \( x_1(0) = 1000, x_2(0) = 50 \), and attrition coefficients \( a_1 = 4 \cdot 10^{-4}, a_2 = 0.1, b_1 = 1.8 \cdot 10^{-5}, b_2 = 0.002 \).

This system has two contributions, \( f_{i,j}(x) \), to each \( f_i(x) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
f_1(x) &= f_{11}(x) + f_{12}(x) \\
f_2(x) &= f_{21}(x) + f_{22}(x)
\end{align*}
\]
where
\[ f_u(X) = \alpha_1 x_1 x_2, \quad f_u'(X) = \alpha_2 x_2, \]
\[ f_m(X) = \beta_1 x_1 x_2, \quad f_m'(X) = \beta_2 x_2. \]

Let the introduction rate \( r_i(t) \) be zero for all \( t \).

The following part of the optional output is desired:

a. \( X_2 \) vs \( X_1 \) (\( t \) as a parameter)

b. \( f_i \) vs \( t, \quad i = 1, 2 \).

c. \( f_{ij}/f_i \) vs \( t, \quad j = 1, 2 \) for each \( i = 1, 2 \).

d. \( f_i/f_2 \) vs \( t \).

Input parameters. Let the length of the region of integration, the interval \( Dt \), the initial value for the step length, the lower bound for the step length, and the desired bound for the relative accuracy be the same as in Problem 1. Since neither instantaneous introductions nor analytical changes of the functions \( f_{ij}(X) \) or \( r_i(t) \) occur, there will be no division of the region of integration. This leads to the following scheme of input data to be punched on paper tape (for definition of input parameters see Table 1):

\[
\text{DATA:}
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
2 & 5 & 1 & 0.01 & 0.01 & 2 & 1 & 1 & 2 & 0 & 2 & 1 \\
\text{20} & \text{0} & \text{1000} & 50 & \text{2} & \text{1} & \text{1} & \text{2} & \text{1} & \text{2} & \text{1} & \text{2} \\
\end{array}
\]

END OF DATA;
**Input functions.** In the same way as in Problem 1, the existing paper tape for the procedure FUNC is copied and the following statements inserted:

\[
\begin{align*}
FX[1,1] &= 0.0004 \cdot X[1] \cdot X[2] \; ; \\
FX[1,2] &= 0.1 \cdot X[2] \\
FX[2,1] &= 0.000018 \cdot X[1] \cdot X[2] \; ; \\
FX[2,2] &= 0.002 \cdot X[2] \; ; \\
RT[1] &= RT[2] = 0.6
\end{align*}
\]

**Output.** The numerical values of all the output variables are given in printed tables obtained from the output paper tape. The plotted output is presented in Figs. 6 to 11.

Figure 6 shows the number of units in class 1 and 2 as a function of time.

Figure 7 contains the plotting of \( X_2 \) vs \( X_1 \) with time as a parameter. This figure clearly shows the result of the combat, if continued.

Figure 8 shows the number of units lost per day as a function of time for class 1 and 2.

Figures 9 and 10 are very convenient in examining the relative importance of the different contributions to an attrition function \( f_j(X) \). Figure 9 shows that \( f_{21}(X) \) constitutes the greatest part of \( f_1(X) \) in the beginning of the combat. However, as the time increases, \( f_{21}(X) \) increases while \( f_{22}(X) \) decreases; consequently \( f_{22}(X) \) will dominate after some time. The same relation appears in Fig. 10 for \( f_{22}(X) \) and \( f_{22}(X) \).

Figure 11 indicates that number of class 1 units lost per class 2 unit lost increases with time, emphasizing the fact that class 2 will win the combat.
FIG. 6  NUMBER OF UNITS vs TIME

FIG. 7  NUMBERS OF UNIT 1 vs NUMBERS OF UNIT 2
FIG. 8 LOSS RATE vs TIME

FIG. 9 PERCENTAGES OF LOSS RATE FOR UNIT 1
FIG. 10  PERCENTAGES OF LOSS RATE FOR UNIT 2

FIG. 11  EXCHANGE RATE
3.3 General Remarks About the Input Functions

Sample problem 1 shows how to change the analytical form of one function \( r_1(t) \) for some \( t \). The same is of course possible for any \( r_1(t) \) and any \( r_{ij}(X) \). If some change exists for a function, say \( r_{i1}(X) \), the analytical form of this function must be specified for every sub-region \((L = 1, N)\) in a statement of the form indicated in Problem 1.

Since \( M_1 \) is the maximum number of contributions \( r_{ij}(X) \) to \( r_1(X) \) \((i = 1, n)\), some of the functions \( FX[1, J'] \) may of course be equal to zero. However, all of them have to be inserted into \( \text{FUNC}(3 = 1, M_1 \text{ for each } I = 1, N) \). Likewise, all the functions \( RT[I] \) \((I = 1, N)\) must be inserted.

If it happens that two or more of the contributions \( r_{ij}(X) \) for the same index \( i \) are not desired as output, these may be put together in one function \( FX[I, J'] \). This will reduce the running time on the computer.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS

Numerical solution of a system of Lanchester differential equations;

begin procedure FUNC(N,MI,T,X,F,FXS,FX,RT,L);
  comment This procedure contains the input functions.
  Parameters:
  N, number of equations.
  MI, maximum number of contributions to one attrition function.
  T, a variable for the time.
  X, array containing the number of units in each class at time T.
  F, array containing the values of the derivatives at time T.
  FXS, array containing the values of the attrition functions at time T.
  FX, array containing the values of the different contributions to
    the attrition functions at time T.
  RT, array containing the values of the introduction rate functions
    at time T.
  L, variable which has the value 1 when T in first sub-region, 2
    when T in second sub-region ........;
  value N,MI;real T;integer N,MI,L;
  array X,F,FXS,FX,RT;
  begin integer J,K;
    comment Insert the input functions:

    for J:=1 step 1 until N do
      begin FXS[J]:=0.0;
        for K:=1 step 1 until MI do
          FXS[J]:=FXS[J]+FX[J,K];
          F[J]=-FXS[J]+RT[J];
      end;
    end FUNC;
procedure Merson(N,M,W,T,Z,HMIN,E,X,F,FXS,FX,RT,LL);
comment This procedure performs the integration from T to Z.

Parameters:
Z. end point of integration,
H, starting value for the step length,
HMIN, lower bound for the step length,
E. desired bound for relative accuracy,

value N,M,W,HMIN,E;
real T,Z,H,HMIN,E;
integer N,M,W,LL;
array X,F,FXS,FX,RT;
comment Variables:
Q, 1. The rest of the interval of integration,
2. A variable used in the computation of the five sub-steps,
3. 5*(Truncation error),
U, 1. A variable used in the computations of the five sub-steps,
2. 0=abs(X[1]),
H3:=H/3
HS, stores H for a possible restoring,
TS, stores T for a possible repeated integration,
E5:=5*E
I,J,SW, index variables.
G, array storing X for a possible repeated integration.
P,L, arrays for temporary storing in the computations of the five
sub-steps,
Boolean variables:
BC: true if E<
BR: false if the conditions for doubling the step length are not
satisfied.
BH: false if the step length is halved.
BX: false if H is equal to the rest of the interval.

begin real Q,U,H3,HS,TS,E5;
integer I,J,SW;
array G,P,L[1:N];
Boolean BC,BE,BH,BR,BX;
switch SSS:=SAVE,BACK;
comment Check some input parameters and initialize;
if HMIN<0 then HMIN:=0.01*abs(H);
BH:=BR:=BX:=true;
BC:=EC1;
E:=abs(E);
E5:=5*E;
H:=abs(H);
SAVE: if BC then
begin TS:=T;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
G[J]:=X[J];
end:
D&A:
HS:=R;
Q(-T+H-Z;
DE:=true;
comment Test end of integration range;
if Q>0 then
begin HS:=T-T;
BR:=false;
end
Next integrate one step;
Hi:=R/3;
for SW:=1 step 1 until 5 do
begin switch SC=SW1,SW2,SW3,SW4,SW5;
FUNC(N,MT,T,X,F,FNS,FRT,LL);
for I:=1 step 1 until N do
begin switch S:=ST1,ST2,ST3,ST4,ST5;
switch SSSS:=NEXT;
Q:=H3*P[I];goto SS[SW];
ST1:
L[I]:=U:=Q;goto NEXT;
ST2:
U:=0.5*(Q+L[I]);goto NEXT;
ST3:
P[I]:=U:=3*Q;
U:=0.375*(U+L[I]);goto NEXT;
ST4:
L[I]:=U:=L[I]+4*Q;
U:=1.5*(U-P[I]);goto NEXT;
ST5:
U:=0.5*(Q+L[I]);
Q:=abs(2*U-1.5*(Q+P[I]));
NEXT:
X[I]:=Q[I]+U;
if SW=5 then
begin if BC then
begin if BC then
begin U:=abs(X[I];
if U<3 then BS else BS=U;
comment Test adjustment of the step;
if Q>U and EX then
begin BR:=true;
BR:=false;
H:=0.5*H;
if H<MIN then begin H:=MIN;
BX:=false;
end
The step was halved, restore X and T, and go back
for repeated integration with this new step;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
X[J]:=O[J];
T:=TS;goto BACK;
end if Q;
if Q>0.03125*U then BE:=false;
end if BC;
if not BX then
begin if I=1 then print punch(1),FF1sT0??;
print punch(1),same line,E+7,scaled(4),E*Q/U;
end;
end if SW;
end for I;
goto SS[SW];
SW1: T:=T+H3; goto SWEX;
SW3: T:=T+0.6*H3; goto SWEX;
SW4: T:=T+0.6*H;
SWAX: N:=N; comment Dummy statement;
SWEX: end for SV;
  if BC then
  comment Test a possible doubling of the step;
  if BR and BH and BR then
    begin H:=2*H;
      BX:=true;
    end;
    BH:=true;
  end if BC;
  if BR then goto SAVE;
  H:=N5;
  end MENU;

procedure AXPLT(TM, XM, R1, R2, I1, I2);
comment This procedure plots axes and axe values for the maximum
axe values given.
Parameters:
  TM, maximum abscissa value.
  XM, maximum ordinate value.
  R1, R2, scaling factors.
  I1, I2, number of divisions required on the two axes;
real TM, XM, R1, R2;
integer I1, I2;
begin integer J;
  I1:=(TM+4.0)/10.0;
  R1:=700.0/(10.0*I1);
  I2:=(XM+4.0)/10.0;
  R2:=600.0/(10.0*I2);
  setorigin(200,R1,R2,1);
  axes(10,10,I1,0,I2,0);
  plotter(10,1);
  for J:=0 step 1 until I1 do
    begin movepen(J*10.0-30.0/R1,-30.0/R2);
      print digits(3), J*10;
    end;
  for J:=0 step 1 until I2 do
    begin movepen(-30.0/R1,J*10.0-6.0/R2);
      print digits(3), J*10;
    end;
end AXPLT;
The main program contains a loop calling \texttt{MkSCWf} repeatedly and storing the values of the variables at the end points of every interval \texttt{DT}. The rest of the main program provides for output.

Variables:

- \texttt{DT}, the interval length.
- \texttt{TM}, end point of the region of integration.
- \texttt{XM, YM}, maximum axis values for plotting.
- \texttt{I, J, K, L}, index variables.
- \texttt{M}, index variable for the time output points.
- \texttt{N1, N2, U, V}, integer variables with different applications.
- \texttt{NI}, number of sub-regions of integration.
- \texttt{NS, N1, NR, N2, NP}, input parameters which provide for the optional output.
- \texttt{MA}, array containing the number of \texttt{DT} in each sub-region.
- \texttt{MM}, array containing the value of \texttt{M} at the start point and end point of every sub-region.
- \texttt{NN, N4, N5, N6}, arrays storing the different indices used in the optional output.
- \texttt{TPL, FXSPL, FXPL, RTPL}, arrays storing the values of \texttt{T, X, FX, FX and RT} respectively in the output points.
- \texttt{DX}, array containing the instantaneous introductions of units at the start point of each sub-region.

\begin{verbatim}
begin real DT, HMIN, E, T, XM, TM, R1, R2;
integer I, J, K, L, M, N1, N2, NI, NS, N1, NR, N2, NP, U, V;
read N, DT, HMIN, E, XM, TM, N1, NS, N1, NR, N2, NP, U, V;
if N > NF then I := NF else I := NP;
begin integer array MA[1:NI], NI[1:2*NI], NN[0:NI], N3, N4[0:N2], NN[0:N2, 1:NI], N5, N6[0:NP];
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
M := 0;
for L := 1 step 1 until NI do begin read MA[L]; M := M + MA[L] end;
W := 0;
punch(1);
print \$1s?NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, N = ?, sameline, digits(3), N,
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\$1s?A GUESS FOR THE STEP SIZE, H = ?, sameline, scaled(4), H,
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\$1s?LOWER BOUND FOR THE STEP SIZE, HMIN = ?, sameline, HMIN,
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\$1s?DESIRED BOUND FOR RELATIVE ACCURACY, E = ?, sameline, E;
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
begin array X, F, FX, RT[1:N], TPL[0:N];
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
comment CBS :; array XPL[1:N, 1:I], FXSPL, RTPL[1:N, 1:N], FX[1:N, 1:N],
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
FXPL[1:N, 1:N, 1:MI], DX[1:N, 1:N, 1:MI];
switch S := L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, L9;
comment Read and print initial values;
read T; TPL[0] := T;
for L := 1 step 1 until NI do
for J := 1 step 1 until N do read DX[L, J];
print \$1s1s?INSTANTANEOUS INTRODUCTION OF UNITS: ?; \$1s12? DT7?
for I := 1 step 1 until N do print sameline, \$1s6?DT7?, digits(2), T;
TM := T;
for L := 1 step 1 until NI do
begin print \$1s1s?sameline, scaled(4), TM;
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
for J := 1 step 1 until N do print sameline, scaled(5), DX[L, J];
TM := TM + MA[L] * DT;
end;
\end{verbatim}
print $213#9TT?;
for I:=1 step 1 until N do
print sameline,6E1#9T7?#digits(2),I;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do begin XPL[1,J]:=DX[1,J];X[J]:=0.0 end;
M:=0;
comment Start integration of each sub-region with new initial
values X[J];
for L:=1 step 1 until NL do
begin M1:=MI+1;M2:=NL+MA[L];MM[2*I-1]:=M1;MM[2*I]:=M2;
TPL[M1]:=TPL[MM-1];print x17??,sameline,scaled(4),T;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
begin X[J]:=DX[L,J];print sameline,scaled(5),X[J];
if L>1 then XPL[M,J]:=(100.0*X[J]/XPL[1,J]);
end;
comment Call FUNC for computation of the output variables
at the start point of sub-region no. L;
FUNC(N,MI,T,X,F,FX,SX,FR,RT,L);
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
begin FXSPL[M1,J]:=FXS[0];RTPL[M1,J]:=FXS[1];
for K:=1 step 1 until N do
begin XPL[M,J,K]:=FXS[X,J];
end;
comment TM=the value of T at the end point of sub-region no. L;
TM:=T+MA[L]+DLN0.1;M:=MI;
comment Call MENCON and FUNC repeatedly for computation of the
output variables in each output point in sub-region no. L;
for Z:=TM+DL step DL until TM do
begin MENCON(N,MI,T,Z,X,X,F,FX,SX,FR,RT,L);
M:=M1;TPL[M]:=T;
comment Print T and X in output point no. M. Store the same
values for later plotting;
print x17??,sameline,scaled(4),T;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
begin print sameline,scaled(5),X[J];
XPL[M,J]:=(100.0*X[J]/XPL[1,J]);
FXSPL[M,J]:=FXS[0];RTPL[M,J]:=FXS[1];
for K:=1 step 1 until N do
begin XPL[M,J,K]:=FXS[X,J];
end;
end;
end; comment Plot X[I],I=1,N, vs time;
MX:=100.0;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
for L:=2 step 1 until 2*NL do
begin M1:=MI[L];if XPL[M1,J]>XM then XM:=XPL[M1,J];
AXPLOT(TM,XM,R1,R2,11,12);
movepen(350.0/R1,-40.0/R2);
print plotter(10,1),&Time(days)?;
movepen(-50.0/R1,100.0/R2);
priit plotter(10,3),&Number of units in per cent of initial value?;
movepen(-180.0/R1,500.0/R2);
priit plotter(10,1),&Initial?;movepen(-180.0/R1,480.0/R2);
priit plotter(1C,1),&Values?;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
begin
movepen(-180.0/R1,(480.0-20.0*J)/R2);
print plotter(10,1),EX?,digits(?),J,£=?,aligned(4,0),XPL[1,J];
end;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
begin
movepen(TPL[1],100.0); penlower;
for I:=2 step 1 until M do
drawline(TPL[1],XPL[I,J]);
print plotter(10,1),EX?,digits(2),J;
end of plot X[I];
movepen(0,20*I2);
end;
for J:=1 step 1 until N do
begin
X[J]:=WJ;
for M:=V do
begin
for M2:=V do
begin
for L:=2 step 1 until 2*N1 do
begin
if XPL[N][M][L]<XN then XM:=XPL[N][M][L];
if XPL[N][M][L]>YM then YM:=XPL[N][M][L];
end;
AXPLOT(XM,YM,R1,R2,I1,I2);
movepen(100.0/R1,-40.0/R2);
print plotter(10,1),£Number of units in per cent of initial value, X?,digits(2),M1;
movepen(-50.0/R1,50.0/R2);
print plotter(10,3),£Number of units in per cent of initial value, X?,digits(2),M2;
movepen(-180.0/R1,500.0/R2);
p=initial?;movepen(-180.0/R1,480.0/R2);
print plotter(10,1),£Values?;
for J:=1,2 do
begin
movepen(-180.0/R1,(480.0-20.0*J)/R2);
p=initial?;movepen(480.0/R1,(480.0-20.0*J)/R2);
end;
movepen(100,100);
print plotter(10,1),£ T=? ,aligned(2,0),TPL[1];
movepen(100,100);
p=initial?;movepen(100,100);
for I:=2 step 1 until M do
drawline(XPL[I,M1],XPL[I,M2]);
movepen(XPL[M,1],60.0/R1,XPL[M,M2]);
print plotter(10,1),£T=? ,aligned(3,0),TPL[M];
movepen(0,0*12);
end;
end of plot X[I] vs X[J];
comment Print FXS[I] vs time for specified indices I;
L1:    punch(1); if N1=0 then goto L2;
print $E_{13}$9????;
for I:=1 step 1 until N1 do
begin read U;
   NM[I] := U; print sameline, $E_{13}7??$, digits(2),U;
end;
for J:=1 step 1 until M do
begin print $E_{13}7??$, sameline, scaled(4), TPL[J];
   for I:=1 step 1 until N1 do
      print sameline, scaled(5), FXSPL[J,NM[I]];
end of print FXS[I];
comment Print FXS[I,J]/FXS[I] for specified indices I, and specified indices J for each I;
L2:    if N2=0 then goto L3;
print $E_{13}$9????;
for J:=1 step 1 until N2 do
begin read U,M1;M3[J] :=U;M4[J] :=M1;
   for K:=1 step 1 until N1 do
      begin read V;
         print sameline, $E_{13}4??7$, digits(2),U,V;
         NM[J,K] := V;
         for I:=1 step 1 until M do
            FXPL[I,U,V] :=100.0*FXPL[I,U,V]/FXSPL[I,U];
      end;
      print $E_{13}$4???;
   end;
for I:=1 step 1 until M do
begin print $E_{13}7??$, sameline, scaled(4), TPL[I];
   for J:=1 step 1 until N2 do
      begin M1:=M3[J];
         for K:=1 step 1 until N4[J] do
            begin M2:=NM[J,K];
               print sameline, scaled(5), FXSPL[I,M1,M2];
            end;
      end;
      print $E_{13}$4???;
   end;
end of print FXS[I,J]/FXS[I];
comment Print FXS[I,J]/FXS[J] for specified index pairs (I,J);
L3:    if NP=0 then goto L4;
print $E_{13}$9????;
for J:=1 step 1 until NP do
begin read U,V;M5[J] :=U;M6[J] :=V;
   print sameline, $E_{13}7??7$, digits(2),U,V;
   for I:=1 step 1 until M do
      FXPL[I,J] :=FXSPL[I,U]/FXSPL[I,V];
   end;
for I:=1 step 1 until M do
begin print $E_{13}7??$, sameline, scaled(4), TPL[I];
   for J:=1 step 1 until NP do
      print sameline, scaled(5), FXPL[I,J];
end of print FXS[I]/FXS[J];
comment Plot FXS[1] vs time;

if N1=0 then goto 1.5;
XM:=100.0;

for J:=1 step 1 until N1 do
begin M1:=NN[J];

for I:=2 step 1 until N do
begin M2:=NN[I];
if FXSPL[I,M1]>XM then XM:=FXSPL[M2,M1] end;
end;

AXPLOT(TM,XM,R1,R2,N1,N2);
movpen(-180.0/R1,-100.0/R2);
print plotter(10.0),WLXPlottime(days)?
movpen(-50.0/R1,-100.0/R2);
print plotter(0.0),WEnumb. of units lost per unit time, in per cent
of initial?;
movpen(-180.0/R1,500.0/R2);
print plotter(10.0),WInitial?;movpen(-180.0/R1,180.0/R2);
print plotter(10.0),WValues?;
for J:=1 step 1 until N1 do
begin movpen(-180.0/R1,180.0-20.0*J)/R2);M1:=NN[J],
print plotter(10.0),WFXSPL[I,M1];M1:=aligned(2,?),FXSPL[I,M1];
end;

for J:=1 step 1 until N1 do
begin movpen(TPL[I],100.0),M:=NN[J],penlower;
for I:=2 step 1 until M do drawline(TPL[I],FXSPL[I,M1]);
print plotter(10.0),WFXSPL[I,M];M;
end of plot FXS[1];
movpen(0.0,20*12);

Comment Plot FX[1,J]/FXS[1];

if N2=0 then goto L6;

for J:=1 step 1 until N2 do
begin U:=NN[J];M:=NN[J];XM:=0.0;
for K:=1 step 1 until M do
begin V:=NN[K,K];
for I:=1 step 1 until 2*N1 do
begin M2:=NN[I];R:=abs(FXSPL[R2,U,V]);
if RXM then XM:=R;
end;
end;

AXPLOT(TM,XM,R1,R2,N1,N2);
movpen(350.0/R1,-40.0/R2);
print plotter(10.0),WTime(days)?
movpen(-50.0/R1,-60.0/R2);
print plotter(10.0),WFXSPL[I,J,F I; in per cent?;
for K:=1 step 1 until M1 do
begin V:=NN[J,K];
if FXSPL[I,J,F I=0 then
begin movpen(TPL[I],-FXSPL[I,U,V]);penlower;
for I:=1 step 1 until M do drawline(TPL[I],FXSPL[I,U,V]);
print plotter(10.0),WFXSPL[I,U,V];
end end
begin movepen(TPL[1],FXPL[I,U,V]);penlower;
for I:=2 step 1 until M do drawline(TPL[I],FXPL[I,U,V]);
end;
end;
movepen(0,0,0,0),
end of plot FX[I,J]/FXS[I];

comment Plot FXS[I]/FXS[J];

if NP=0 then goto L7;V:=0;N:=NP;

L6: if NP=0 then goto L7;V:=0;N:=NP;

L9: for J:=1 step 1 until N do
begin XM:=0.0;
for L:=1 step 1 until 2*N1 do
begin W1:=XM[I];
if XPL[M1,J]>XM then XM:=XPL[M1,J];
end;
end;
for K:=1 step 1 until XM<200.0 do
begin K:=K+1;XM:=XM/10.0;E:=1.0/NM2;
end;
for K:=1 step 1 until XM<20.0 do
begin K:=K+1;XM:=XM/10.0;E:=E/NM2;
end;
AXPLOT(TM,XM,R2,II,L2);
movepen(350.0/R1,-40.0/R2),
print plotter(10,1),$Time(days)$?
movepen(-50.0/R1,700.0/R2);
if V=0 then print plotter(10,3), freepoint(5),E,F I / F J?
else print plotter(10,3), freepoint(5),E,F?;digits(2),N5[J];
movepen(TPL[I],E*XPL[I,J]);penlower;
for I:=2 step 1 until M do drawline(TPL[I],E*XPL[I,J]);
if V=0 then print plotter(10,1),E,F?,digits(2),N5[J],E / F?,N6[J]
else print plotter(10,1),E,F?,digits(2),N5[J];
movepen(0,0,0,12);
end of plot FXS[I]/FXS[I];
If V=1 then goto L8;
comment Plot RT[I] vs time for specified indices I;
L7: if NR=0 then goto L8;V:=1;N:=NR;
for J:=1 step 1 until NR do
begin read U,N5[J]=U;
for I:=1 step 1 until M do XPL[I,J]:=RTPL[I,U];
end;goto L9;
comment end of plot RT[I];
L8: N:=N;comment Dummy;
end;
end;